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This work features 15 timeless classics - backgammon, checkers, go, nine men's morris, cats and

dogs, solitaire, roundabouts, brax, mancala, hasami shogi, hoppers, dalmatian pirates and volga

burglars, hex, 3d tic tac toe, fandango. It includes all boards and playing pieces.
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What is really awesome about this book is that not only does it tell you How to play the game, but

includes the board AND the pieces you need to play for EVERY GAME! So far all of the games

have been a blast and I find myself playing them over and over! I'd reccomend this book to anyone

that loves games!

This book is a great collection of board games from around the world, with easy to understand

instructions, and all the peices to play. The board games are all multileveled but easy to play, and

all of games are fun. The pages are all heavy laminated board, with a sturdy wire binding. The

pieces are glass with a carrying case attached. The only problem I had was the carrying case

tearing. All in all, a great buy.

We have had this wonderful book - collection of games since it first appeared in 1990 (well before

.com). We are ordering another for our sons who are away at college and requested it to share with

their friends at their apartment. Does that tell you anything?



This is a classic Klutz book, one of their earliest, and it's wonderful! A perfect way to occupy your

kids in the backseat or on an airplane; it's extremely portable and all you'll need is a flat surface for

playing.It's not just for kids, though! Instead of lugging around 3 or 4 different travel editions of

games, why not just grab this book and you'll have 15 games in one in a lightweight and easy to

carry format.

This collection contains Go, Checkers, 3-D Tic-Tac-Toe, more. Each two page spread consists of a

game board on one side and instructions facing the game. Covers are made of heavy board stock.

Bound into the front of the book is a clear pocket filled with glass counters to use with the games.

Arguably one of the coolest things that Klutz ever did (and that's going some!) I've even stuck a little

magnetic whiteboard with some rare-earth magnets in with mine so that I can use it as a "travel

edition". 15 games in one, and all cool ones. (Although one or two of them could use a few more

words of explanation/rules clarification.) Very compact and convenient: keeps all the boards, rules

and playing pieces together without hassle.In a word: Awesome!
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